**READING RECOMMENDATIONS**

**Mirror neurons and language (René und Anna)**

*(Denjenigen, die sich mit mirror neurons schon recht gut auskennen, würden wir empfehlen, den Abstract + ersten Absatz als kurzen Überblick zu lesen und dann bis zur Überschrift „Action recognition and communication” zu springen.)*

**Language evolution: Did language come from gestures? (Teresa & Katrin)**

**Action and language (Katja & Kerstin)**

**Nonverbal communication: early pointing. (Kalina & Melanie)**

**Nonverbal communication in children. (Volker & Emma)**

**The role of gestures in learning (Susanne & Nicole)**

**Multiple facets of language comprehension (Regine & Olga)**

*The reason for picking this article is the following: we would like to structure our talk around different faces of language communication with evidence from ERPs (the papers Axel recommended as examples) with a stress on language processing of a "higher-level", i.e. sentence-level meaning + pragmatics (second part of the talk + paper discussion). For this purpose, the paper we picked seems appropriate and it is probably interesting for everyone.*

**Language and working memory (Julia & Jing)**